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Introduction

In the social policy field, where complex goals and seemingly intractable problems often make it hard to generate useful answers about what works, there is an understandable tendency to label demonstration programs either “successes” or “failures.” In the context of assisted housing mobility initiatives, such as the court-ordered Gautreaux desegregation program and the federal Moving to Opportunity (MTO) demonstration, the narrow question is: Did they “prove” that using housing vouchers to relocate poor minority families “works” or not? As housing researchers with experience in both policy development and evaluation, we care deeply about what works, but we think this narrow framing is the wrong way to think about research demonstrations and policy experimentation more generally.

There are two main reasons for this. First, it is all too easy, particularly where interventions are complex and end up testing what no one expected, to learn the wrong lessons from simple success-or-failure diagnoses. Policymaking settings are notorious for relying on simple stories about cause and effect success and failure, and so this risk is significant. Second, success-or-failure dichotomies tend to ignore the real story: Why outcomes are so varied across contexts, client groups, and of course approaches to implementation. Both Gautreaux and MTO offer

1 Generous colleagues read and commented on an earlier draft, including Gretchen Weismann, Jeff Liebman, and Jim Rosenbaum.
valuable lessons about how to design and implement effective mobility strategies and under what conditions these strategies are likely to produce benefits for particular kinds of participants.

Two recent events make a close examination of these lessons especially timely. First, the fortieth anniversary of the filing of Gautreaux, a landmark in American housing and social policy as well as civil rights, provides an invaluable opportunity to consider these lessons and their implications for ongoing policy development and practice. So does the massive forced relocation of families, including many poor African-American families from poor and segregated neighborhoods, in the wake of Hurricane Katrina last year—a “displacement” that triggered contentious debates about how to rebuild both places and lives without recreating severe disadvantage.²

As for the wisdom of mining lessons, consider that Gautreaux “succeeded” in ways that no one anticipated when it was launched, generating new hypotheses about the potential role of assisted housing mobility in helping black families escape poverty (not just live in racially diverse communities). These new ideas were further tested in the five-metro MTO experiment that was directly inspired by Gautreaux, by other, non-experimental mobility programs, and, to some extent, by HOPE VI, the largest-ever federal commitment to replace and revitalize distressed public housing developments. Considered together, these efforts represent a second round of experimentation in the legacy of Gautreaux, a round that is now generating important new results that offer lessons about how, where, and for whom to pursue the dream of expanding opportunity through wider housing choice.

This article focuses, then, not on whether Gautreaux, MTO, or HOPE VI “succeeded” or “failed,” but on what their results teach us about how to make assisted housing mobility policies more effective in the future. To a great extent, these lessons are grounded in a simple logic model for understanding the strengths and weaknesses of assisted housing mobility as a tool for (a) improving the quality of life of the poor or (b) helping them escape poverty. Logic models, also known as “theories of change,” consist of a set of causes and effects, outlined in a sequence (or “chain”), to clarify the premises and contingencies on which success depends. 3 In our view, the most basic logic model for assisted housing mobility is this: The target families will want to move to promising locations, given the motivations they bring and the information about choices that can be offered; they will be able to move (relocate), given counseling, search assistance, and/or other supports; the families will be able to stay in new locations long enough to benefit from relocating, given their own resources and resilience as well as housing market conditions and post-move supports; the families will be able to take advantage of new locations, given family resilience and resources plus external supports if available; and there will be significant net benefits for participating families (even if specific effects are mixed for subgroups of movers).

Drawing on a growing body of rigorous demonstration research, we elaborate on these causes and effects, as well as the threshold conditions and contingencies. We are particularly concerned that policymakers, implementers, and researchers alike understand the latter. That is, what must

obtain for the potential of these initiatives to be realized, and where are the initiatives most vulnerable?

Grounded in our logic model, the body of this article discusses the following five lessons:

1. **Targeting people:** Many poor families in high-risk neighborhoods want to move, but not all are able to relocate successfully or to take advantage of opportunities their new neighborhoods offer (that is, to leverage the value of relocation to healthier places). The challenges are particularly daunting for families with serious health or mental health problems, and in some instances, living in dangerous and distressed places may have robbed parents and kids of the resilience and resourcefulness needed to take advantage of new opportunities in new places.

2. **Targeting places:** As we review below, both common sense and a growing body of research evidence teach us that living in a racially isolated, high poverty community undermines a family’s well-being and life chances, yet conversely, we know much less about how to define the “opportunity rich” neighborhoods to which we should be helping families move. We suggest that, instead of simple proxies, such as a neighborhood’s racial composition or poverty rate, destination neighborhoods should be targeted on the basis of concrete opportunities, such as community safety, quality schools, or access to skill-appropriate jobs.

3. **Staying there, not just getting there:** Residential instability—moving frequently and often from one risky environment to another—is a serious and largely unrecognized problem for many low-income renters. Their own economic insecurity, combined with tight housing market conditions and conflicts with landlords over unaddressed problems, result in frequent moves. In the MTO case, many who made courageous moves to dramatically
different neighborhood environments were unable, or chose not, to stay longer than a year or two\(^4\). In part, this may reflect some families’ efforts to improve on initial neighborhood choices (first placements), but we read the emerging research evidence to suggest that many families need help staying in better neighborhoods, once they manage to get to them, if they are to garner significant, long-term benefits.

4. *Leveraging the value, and mitigating the risks, of new neighborhoods:* Moving improves outcomes for many families, but moving is no panacea for the problems associated with persistent family poverty. The latest research evidence offers new insight about how moving may affect health (including mental health), risky teen behaviors, education, and employment. But some families need additional assistance in order to take full advantage of new opportunities or to cope, say, with the different adjustments that low-income minority girls and boys seem to face after they relocate.

5. *Low risk to receiving areas, untapped potential:* There is little or no risk of damage to receiving communities if the programs are well managed, and housing assistance programs such as Housing Choice Vouchers (Section 8) have a largely untapped potential to target a wider geography of housing locations. The failure to do so owes to stigmas associated with assisted housing, families’ lack of information and capacity to search more widely, landlord refusal to rent to assisted families, discrimination that is increasingly difficult to detect, and—distressingly, in the context of Gautreaux’s encouraging lessons—weak incentives in the conventional voucher program to help families look for housing in “non-traditional” locations.

After discussing the evidence for each of these lessons, the article outlines their implications for the next generation of policy and practice in the field of assisted housing mobility. We recommend that future policy address “readiness to move” and explain its significance, drawing parallels to “readiness to work” in the area of employment and training policy. We also recommend targeting places according to tangible measures of access to opportunity, such as school quality and proximity to skill-appropriate jobs, rather than proxies such as poverty rate or racial make-up. And we underline the importance of performance management as a framework to guide implementation, explaining why assisted housing mobility is particularly vulnerable to the strong-idea-weakly-implemented trap. Finally, we recommend strategies to help families stay in better places and make the most of them, including remedies for housing instability and more-than-housing strategies (“mobility plus”) that would help address disabling illnesses, social isolation, lack of childcare and transportation, low skills, and other barriers to getting ahead—barriers that many participants in mobility programs face before and after they relocate.

To clarify our sources, the evidence presented here is drawn primarily from rigorous research on three mobility initiatives – interventions that have enabled low-income families to move from high-poverty to lower-poverty neighborhoods:

- **Gautreaux demonstration** (non-experimental). Research has been conducted over many years (primarily by scholars at Northwestern University) on low-income, minority families who received special-purpose housing vouchers, under court order, to move from poor, predominantly black neighborhoods in the city of Chicago to other city neighborhoods as well as racially integrated suburban communities.5

---

5 See Stephanie Deluca & James E. Rosenbaum, *Is Housing Mobility the Key to Welfare Reform? Lessons from Chicago’s Gautreaux Program*, SURVEY SERIES, Sept. 2000, at 4 (noting that, traditionally, a key limitation of these
• Moving to Opportunity (MTO) demonstration (randomized experiment). Research has been conducted by researchers from a number of different institutions on a carefully controlled experiment to test the impacts of helping low-income families move from high-poverty assisted housing projects (in Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, New York, and Los Angeles) to low-poverty neighborhoods throughout their metropolitan regions. Here, we rely not only on earlier qualitative and statistical studies but on new evidence emerging from qualitative interviews and ethnographic fieldwork conducted among MTO families in greater Boston, Los Angeles, and New York.

• HOPE VI program – research conducted by the Urban Institute on what is happening to the original residents of five distressed public housing projects that are being demolished and replaced with mixed-income housing. Many of the residents moved out and stayed out of their original (project) neighborhoods, while others returned to enter the mixed-income developments.

LESSONS

1. Targeting people

The first key lesson from these initiatives, and step one in our logic model, is that assisted housing mobility is feasible, thanks to family motivation and support systems of counseling, search assistance, and other aid, which we know how to deliver more and more effectively. Contrary to the skepticism that the minority poor strongly prefer to live among “their own,” many low-income families, including blacks, Hispanics, Asians and whites will volunteer for the non-experimental studies is that they may be detecting effects for a somewhat select group, not the full range of program participants, though the most recent research using more inclusive data thus far supports key earlier conclusions).
opportunity to move from high poverty areas, typically in inner cities, to better neighborhoods in the same cities or in the surrounding suburbs. For example, over 5300 families from assisted housing developments in five cities—about one-fourth of all eligible, assisted households in those cities—applied to participate in the MTO demonstration, and during most of the period that the Gautreaux program was underway, the number of applicants vastly exceeded the available assistance.

Many, though certainly not all, of those who receive assistance succeed in using the combination of a voucher and search assistance to find and “lease up” housing in lower-income and less racially segregated communities. For example, the share of MTO families who were successful in moving ranged from a low of 34\% in Chicago to a high of 61\% in Los Angeles. Based on surveys, the families most likely to succeed were those that were more motivated about moving and more optimistic about their chances of success. In addition, they tended to own cars and to have fewer kids. In addition, families with strong social ties to their neighbors or with a disabled member were less likely to lease up in the private market, and Hispanic families were less likely than African Americans to be successful in moving, net of the other factors.

Mobility counseling and search assistance make a difference, not only in families’ ability to find a house or apartment, but also in the types of neighborhoods to which they move.

---


9 Id. at 18.

10 Id. at 23.

11 Id. at 11, 23.
Families who receive vouchers without mobility assistance are not as successful in moving to low-poverty neighborhoods. In particular, a recent analysis of voucher locations in the fifty largest metro areas nationwide illustrates that minority and central city voucher recipients are not gaining access to the same opportunities as white and suburban recipients. \(^\text{12}\) Specifically, 25\% of African American recipients and 28\% of Hispanic recipients use the vouchers in high-poverty neighborhoods, compared to only 8\% of whites. \(^\text{13}\) In the MTO experiment, some families were randomly assigned to receive conventional Section 8 vouchers, without any supplemental housing counseling or search assistance. These families moved to neighborhoods with significantly higher poverty and crime rates than the families who received both vouchers and search assistance and who were restricted to using the vouchers in low poverty areas. \(^\text{14}\)

Closely and logically related to the issue of who wants to relocate and who can is the issue of who benefits most from relocating. As we explore below with new fieldwork data on MTO, and while we still have much to learn about this, some of the factors that shape capacity to move also shape capacity to cope – and ultimately to thrive – in a new environment. Both theory and empirical evidence strongly suggest that individual and family characteristics interact with neighborhood environment in complex ways and play a hugely important role in shaping social


\(^\text{13}\) Id. at 28.

\(^\text{14}\) See Orr et al., supra note 6, at vii. See also Shroder, supra note 10, at 25 (noting that part of the difference in where MTO “treatment” and “comparison” families moved is thus attributable to the “locational constraint,” i.e., the fact that the MTO treatment vouchers could only be used in low-poverty neighborhoods; this factor also lowered lease-up rates somewhat); but see Mary Cunningham & Noah Sawyer, Urban Institute, Moving to Better Neighborhoods with Mobility Counseling 2 n.4 (2005) (noting, however, other research indicates that even when vouchers are unrestricted, the provision of housing search assistance enables families to move to lower poverty neighborhoods).
outcomes over time. Families with chronic health and mental health problems struggle to make positive connections with new service providers; they are unable to track down the child care single parents rely on to find and keep a job; and they may be unable to take other steps necessary to get by and get ahead. In general, families that start with better information about school and job choices, who are working or have worked regularly before, and who show higher levels of optimism and resourcefulness, appear to be better poised to take advantage of new locations.

These findings highlight the critical importance of quality counseling – both in preparation for moving and after the move. But they also raise difficult questions about screening out the least likely to succeed, about what kinds of families are or are not well suited to benefit from mobility. Should scarce assistance resources be targeted to the families who appear most likely to succeed in moving and in leveraging the opportunities offered by new neighborhoods? Would other families perhaps be better served by programs and services that address their immediate health problems, help them stabilize their lives, and strengthen their job skills? These programs could enhance “readiness to move.” Analogous to readiness to work, which highlights the need for preparatory interventions before traditional job training and placement, readiness to move highlights the importance of (a) understanding the heterogeneity of families we may want to serve with housing mobility programs; and (b) targeting family-level success conditions in addition to, and perhaps in advance of, conditions tied to subsidy levels.


counseling approaches, location targets, and other features of programs that have absorbed mobility experts and advocates so far.

Would such a preparatory strategy unfairly deny opportunities available to otherwise deserving, not to mention highly motivated, families? As researchers continue to monitor the use and effectiveness of assisted housing mobility programs, we need to learn more about the family attributes that contribute to success, and to think critically about the pros and cons of targeting in different ways.

2. Targeting places

A program model centered on moving to better locations naturally poses a threshold question: What does “better” mean? Ongoing research highlights the importance of the criteria used to identify suitable destination neighborhoods for participating families. The Gautreaux demonstration – and subsequent court-ordered desegregation remedies – required minority families to move to majority-white neighborhoods. Families that received special purpose vouchers and mobility counseling through MTO were required to use their vouchers in census tracts with poverty rates below 10%.17 Nationally, the vast majority of these tracts are located in majority white, stable, suburban communities. But while many MTO families succeeded in moving to low-poverty neighborhoods, they differ from Gautreaux families in that most MTO movers remained in the same central-city jurisdiction and moved to neighborhoods that were majority minority.18 In many cases, these were what urban analysts call “transitional neighborhoods” that were becoming poorer over the course of the demonstration.

17 As reported in the 1990 census.
18 ORR ET AL., supra note 6, at vii.
This set of initial location outcomes may reflect the tendency of MTO program counselors and the participants themselves to steer toward areas where landlords were known to accept federal Section 8 vouchers, or it may reflect the many challenges involved in moving to majority-white communities in the suburbs. We return to these issues below, in the discussion of performance targets and careful implementation. But for now, we underline the strong possibility that MTO’s specific failure to move a large number of families in the experimental group to more stable, racially diverse neighborhoods in higher performing suburban school districts may limit benefits for families over the long term.

Future mobility programs should rethink the criteria used to define eligible destination neighborhoods as “opportunity areas.” Both racial composition and poverty rate are in fact proxies for attributes that make a neighborhood a good place to live and, more specifically, a promising place for low-income parents to raise their children. One possibility would be to target neighborhoods that are far away from distressed, high-poverty (and majority-minority) neighborhoods, as Gautreaux’s suburban destinations were.\(^9\) This would eliminate many neighborhoods that are in the path of racial or economic transition.

But it would also make it more difficult for participating families, especially teens, to return to the old neighborhood on a regular basis. This might isolate some families from key institutional resources (service providers or civic groups) and social resources (support networks of relatives and friends), as well as from key risks in the old neighborhood. What families gain and lose depends very much on where the risks and resources in their lives were located at the

---

\(^9\) See generally Leonard S. Rubinowitz & James E. Rosenbaum, Crossing the Class and Color Lines: From Public Housing to White Suburbia (2000); Polikoff, supra note 9, at 234.
Outset.20 Contrary to the folk wisdom about cohesive neighborhoods of poor people, some families who participate in mobility programs report no support networks at all in their starting-point neighborhoods; their useful ties were elsewhere. Also, some families had very weak links to institutions in those neighborhoods. On the other hand, there is evidence that many families relocated as part of HOPE VI demolition have lost supportive ties, specifically ties from the projects left behind, and not replaced them in the first few years after moving.21 It is not yet clear to what degree MTO movers lost social support, or experienced a shift in informal support, based on relocation distance or other access factors; as noted above, there was no mean impact on social support for the experimental group as a whole.22

An alternative to the distant-moves approach would be to focus explicitly on identifying destination neighborhoods that provide access to specific child-rearing opportunities such as high performing schools or concentrations of entry-level jobs (which are increasingly suburban). Researchers at the Kirwan Center are exploring strategies for mapping multiple indicators in order to identify neighborhoods that are rich with opportunities of different types.23 Tracking these indicators over time is crucial, since the geography of opportunity (and of risk) shifts with investment and disinvestment across neighborhoods, population migrations, and other dynamics.

Targeting neighborhoods based on the presence of specific opportunities will likely produce an array of destination communities that are predominantly white and lower poverty, even if race and poverty are not explicit selection factors. Because of America’s legacy of

22 ORR ET AL., supra note 6, at xv.
23 Jason Reece, Connecting Housing to Opportunity, KIRWAN INST. UPDATE, Spring/Summer 2005, at 1, 4.
discrimination and segregation, there are relatively few predominantly African-American neighborhoods that would qualify as “opportunity communities”. But not all white neighborhoods (or all low-poverty neighborhoods) are necessarily rich in opportunities. Thus, focusing explicitly on the positive qualities that distressed, inner-city communities lack could significantly strengthen the performance of assisted housing mobility programs.

In addition to the challenge of defining desirable destination neighborhoods, important questions remain about the extent to which participating families must be widely dispersed in their new locations. There are strong arguments against reconcentrating large numbers of families in just a few housing developments or census tracts, but there are also benefits to helping people sustain networks of friendship and support with people who live close by. Some mobility counseling programs ask successful participants from previous years to host small gatherings of prospective movers, enabling families to get to know each other and to learn more about communities to which they might move. Others encourage small numbers of participants to move together to the same building or subdivision in an opportunity-rich community, so that they feel less lonely and isolated. In effect, such mini-enclaves combine the strengths of “supportive housing” (where families with similar backgrounds receive multiple services) with the advantages of a healthy neighborhood environment. In sum, there are several promising

---


26 See Briggs, supra note 22, at 211 (noting that the mini-enclave concept as outlined in text still assumes that housing vouchers, not “hard units,” are the basis of the assisted mobility program, i.e., tenant-based, not unit-based, housing mobility); but see Turner, supra note 26, at 1 (noting that unit-based strategies, including scattered-site public housing and project-based housing affordable to low and moderate income families, deserve continued attention as well; one reason is the enclave effect outlined above (access to socially similar others), and a second
alternatives for targeting place—defining better locations and relocating families to them—and future policy and research should reflect that fact.

3. Staying there, not just getting there

Following the logic model we outlined above, many of the benefits of relocating to so-called opportunity areas hinge on sustained exposure to the richer resources and lower levels of risk in such places, as well as the positive life routines and relationships with service providers—health providers, schools, and more—that stable housing enables. Yet by the time of the interim evaluation some four to seven years after initial placements, many movers in the MTO experimental group had moved again (in some cases more than once)—and typically to poorer communities. And nationally, while black families are as likely as white families to exit poor neighborhoods over time, blacks are much more likely to fall back into poor areas through subsequent moves. This mobility from poor area to poor area, and from nonpoor ones back to poor ones, is particularly problematic for low-income renter households, whose mobility has increased in recent decades.

This evidence, from the most carefully documented experiment in assisted housing mobility on one hand and from longitudinal national data on American families and housing

---


28 See ORR ET AL., supra note 6, at viii.

29 See Briggs & Keys, supra note 28; see also Lincoln Quillian, How Long Are Exposures to Poor Neighborhoods? The Long-Term Dynamics of Entry and Exit from Poor Neighborhoods, 22 POP. RESEARCH POL’Y REV. 221, 236 (2003).

30 Claude S. Fischer, Ever-More Rooted Americans, 1(2) CITY & COMMUNITY 175, 187 (2003).
markets on the other, underscores the importance of helping families stay out, not just get out, of risky places. Still, the MTO evidence only sheds light on the medium term. Long-run evidence, which comes from administrative data on Gautreaux participants, indicates that most relocatees to low-poverty, majority-white suburban communities have not moved back to poor, racially segregated neighborhoods, and furthermore that initial placement in a racially diverse, low poverty area is a good predictor of moves to similar areas later on.31

Given that about half of the MTO experimental group did not successfully lease up at the placement stage, why are so many who did struggling to stay in lower poverty areas? Is it dislike of the new areas or feelings of isolation from relatives and friends left behind? For the most part, no. The major reasons are rent increases and problems with landlords over problems with the housing unit, factors the Census Bureau associates with “involuntary” moves.32 Though some movers found new neighborhoods uncomfortable socially, there is no evidence that dissatisfaction with the initial placement areas was generally a problem—to the contrary, rates of satisfaction were very high overall—or that movers suffered a loss of social support or socializing time with relatives or friends.33

These findings suggest, first, that interventions focused on the involuntary factors would help relocated families stay in healthier places once they get to them. Pre-move counseling should seek the best-possible initial placements for families, not the quickest placements, which may be lowest cost in the near term and which may reflect the use-it-or-lose-it pressure that

31 DeLuca, supra note 7, at 4.
32 Fischer, supra note 32, at 180.
33 ORR ET AL., supra note 6, at ix-xi.
confronts voucher users who face time limits on search.\textsuperscript{34} Post-move counseling may help resolve some of the problems with landlords and their units that trigger tenant dissatisfaction and decisions to move. Efforts to recruit and retain a broader pool of landlords are also important, since small pools tend to concentrate voucher-eligible units in a narrow geography and to relegate tenants, in effect, to a less competitive submarket of landlords. And fostering institutional connections, such as to faith-based or secular institutions that act as “welcome wagons” is also promising, as we explore in the next section.

Third, where rent increases in particular markets are a significant factor, flexibility in the management of the voucher program (such as granting “exception rents”) can help and is well tested. Also, supply-side strategies, which expand the supply of rental units that remain affordable over time and often place units under management by “social landlords” (nonprofits or socially responsible private firms), are an important structural solution, especially since many suburbs have little or no history of developing affordable rental housing. Markets stratify by income (ability to pay), of course, but the local politics of land regulation acts, more specifically and directly, to exclude affordable, entry-level housing development from more opportunity-rich areas, especially in suburban jurisdictions and more desirable neighborhoods of central cities.\textsuperscript{35} Khadduri, in the most comprehensive review yet done of the vouchers versus housing production

\textsuperscript{34} A limitless time horizon is obviously not practical. But to use the shorthand of operations research, a well-managed rental voucher program would seek to optimize for cost savings and other near-term objectives subject to important constraints, such as minimal neighborhood (location) quality and best-available indicators that the units selected are appropriate for participating families. In practice, locally run voucher programs vary widely in their performance on these dimensions, and HUD’s rating system is designed primarily to detect basic operations management and financial management problems, not to “optimize subject to constraints.” See Bruce J. Katz & Margery Austin Turner, Who Should Run the Housing Voucher Program? A Reform Proposal, 12(2) HOUSING POL’Y DEBATE 239, 259 (2001) (discussing program performance and HUD’s rating system).

\textsuperscript{35} See Briggs, supra note 5, at 203; see also Michael Danielson, The Politics of Exclusion 22 (1976); see also Rolf Pendall et al., Connecting Smart Growth, Housing Affordability, and Racial Equity, in The Geography of Opportunity: Race and Housing Choice in Metropolitan America 219, 219-246 (Xavier de Souza Briggs ed., 2005).
(demand versus supply-side) policy question, concluded that supply-side subsidies, while often more costly than vouchers on a per-family-served basis (at least in terms of fiscal costs), are likely to be appropriate in several specific contexts:

- For populations requiring special services, such as the homeless in transition, the low-income disabled, the elderly in assisted living settings, and other special-needs groups;
- Where production subsidies are part of larger, place-based revitalization (area upgrading) strategies that go beyond housing to significantly improve services and improve quality of life;
- Where production subsidies enable residents of subsidized housing to live in better neighborhoods; and
- Where housing markets are tight (and affordable units scarce) or to preserve affordable housing where neighborhoods are gentrifying.\(^\text{36}\)

In addition, production strategies are important wherever the supply of housing is not configured adequately for an area’s families, such as where larger-unit apartments are not being built to serve larger families with children. In some instances, as in the public housing program and certain nonprofit-run subsidized housing developments, supply-side strategies also help less creditworthy families improve their credit without losing basic shelter and becoming homeless or “doubled up” (moving in with friends or relatives who may be struggling too).

In sum, while debates about housing mobility and its lessons have been dominated by voucher-based or “demand-side” strategies for the past decade or more—in part because both the Gautreaux and MTO programs were voucher based—we believe that it is time to address the adequacy of affordable housing supply, and so-called unit-based mobility strategies,\(^\text{37}\) once again. This is especially important in the tight rental markets that many strong local economies


\(^{37}\) Turner, supra note 27, at 1.
have become,\(^{38}\) and it was a central conclusion of the most important national policy statement in recent years, that of the Bipartisan Millennial Housing Commission appointed by Congress.\(^{39}\) Yet the supply issue, a quiet crisis, remains unaddressed by national policymakers.

Third and finally, when subsequent moves are a must for particular families, Chicago’s Housing Opportunity Program (HOP) shows that second-move counseling can help families stay in lower poverty areas. Rigorous analysis of location choices among families participating in HOP indicates that mobility assistance has a measurable impact on neighborhood outcomes over repeat moves.\(^{40}\)

4. Making the most of new neighborhoods

Next in our logic chain, for low-income families who are willing and able to relocate to healthier neighborhoods, and then able to stay in them “long enough,” there is the question of making the most of new places—the final key to realizing significant benefits. While we are still learning much about how mover families actually make use of new locations, the dominant perceptions of those who move from high to low poverty neighborhoods are clearly positive. That is, research to date clearly establishes that assisted housing mobility yields dramatic improvements in perceived neighborhood quality for participating families. In this section, we

---

\(^{38}\) See generally Joint Ctr. for Hous. Studies, America’s Rental Housing: Homes for a Diverse Nation (2006).

\(^{39}\) Bipartisan Millennial Housing Commission Appointed by the Congress of the United States, Meeting Our Nation’s Housing Challenges (2002).

\(^{40}\) See Cunningham, supra note 16, at 6 (noting that the goal of HOP is to help Chicago voucher recipients make second (and third) moves to “opportunity neighborhoods,” which are defined as census tracts with poverty rates below 23.49 percent. This poverty level would not be described by researchers or policymakers as a low-poverty neighborhood, but is based on a performance management agreement negotiated between HUD and the Chicago Housing Authority. Since its inception in 1999, approximately 10,000 housing voucher holders have enrolled in HOP, making it one of the largest voluntary mobility programs in the country. Analysis of locational outcomes for over 29,000 households found that voucher holders who enrolled in HOP and received mobility services were 52% more likely to move to opportunity neighborhoods, net of household characteristics and pre-program location).
review the evidence for those perceptions, as well as on benefits realized, and we describe preliminary evidence on how families’ use of new places varies by type of family.

In particular, families who successfully move end up in dramatically safer neighborhoods. MTO research finds that moving with an MTO voucher (to low-poverty neighborhoods) produced a 30.3 percentage point increase in perceptions of safety. Families moving with a regular voucher (generally to intermediate-poverty neighborhoods) also experienced significant – though smaller – gains in perceived safety, and similarly, eight out of ten HOPE VI families who moved with vouchers describe their new neighborhood as safer than their neighborhoods of origin.

Families place tremendous value on enhanced safety, telling interviewers what a relief it is not to worry constantly about the threat of violence, including indiscriminate or “random” violence in ghetto-poor neighborhoods left behind. Parents emphasize the freedom to let children play outside and to come and go from the home, free from fear. For example, MTO participants reported:

It gave me a better outlook on life, that there is a life outside of that housing . . . Overall I think I was more happy to be in this area because of my kids and I didn’t want them to grow up around seeing gangs.

. . . you can wake up every day and we’re not worried about seeing anybody getting shot and no gang members, nothing like that and it’s quiet and it’s cool and calm up here. In the city there’s a lot of activities that’s going on that’s negative. Here there’s a lot of positive.

---

41 ORR ET AL., supra note 6, at ix.
43 Kling, Liebman & Katz, supra note 29, at 15.
44 See Popkin, supra note 18, at 43, 52.
I think if I had stayed in [the projects] I’d be a different person than what I am now. I’d be a wild person; I’d probably be in a gang or something like that… Since I’ve moved out here, I think I got a better chance than I do out there.

These improvements in neighborhood environment have the potential to contribute to significant improvements in the well-being of both adults and children. Specifically, research on families participating in the Gautreaux and MTO demonstrations provides evidence of gains in health, educational success, and employment and earnings. This section briefly reviews the findings for each of these important domains.

**Adult mental and physical health.** Among the strongest findings to date from the MTO demonstration are results showing substantial improvements in the health of women and girls who moved to lower poverty neighborhoods. In particular, adult obesity is significantly lower among those who moved, a noteworthy effect given the national attention now focused on the dangers of obesity for our long-term health. MTO parents (who are mostly single mothers) and adolescent girls (ages twelve to nineteen) also enjoyed significant improvements in mental health, including reductions in psychological distress and depression, and increasing feelings of calm and peacefulness.45 These gains are statistically significant but also large in absolute magnitude—on par with mental health gains typical under the most effective psychotherapeutic treatments available.

**Educational success.** Gautreaux research found striking benefits for children whose families moved to low poverty suburban school districts. They were substantially more likely to complete high school, take college-track courses, attend college and enter the work force than

45 See Orr et al., *supra* note 6, at x, 77-78, 80, 83.
children from similar families who moved to neighborhoods within Chicago.\textsuperscript{46} To date, there is no evidence that MTO moves have led to better educational outcomes, possibly because so few children are attending significantly better schools in advantaged school districts or because it may be too early to detect benefits.\textsuperscript{47}

However, new evidence emerging from in-depth interviews and ethnographic research is helping us understand these findings more clearly by offering insights on how parents think about school choices. Some parents are unaware of the school choices available in their new neighborhoods, in part because most rely on limited information resources, such as word-of-mouth referrals from similarly situated relatives or friends. Moreover, most parents emphasize perceived safety and convenience as indicators of a “good” school rather than reliable evidence on academic supports (such as small class sizes, strong counseling, and tutoring) and achievement. These parents placed high priority on ensuring that their children would be safe at school, even if this meant staying at the school in the original neighborhood. At least there the dangers were well known and informal “alliances” had already been negotiated with peers and problem youth. Finally, some parents think their kids will benefit more from the stability of staying in the same school – and the same after-school care arrangements – than from moving to a new and unfamiliar school. That is, parents recognized moving per se as disruptive and wanted school to serve as a source of social and emotional stability in their children’s lives.\textsuperscript{48}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{Orr} \textit{Orr et al.}, \textit{supra} note 6.
\end{thebibliography}
Delinquency and risky behavior. Some of the early research on MTO families in individual sites suggested that young people whose families moved to low-poverty neighborhoods were engaging in less risky behavior and committing fewer crimes. In Baltimore, for example, moving to a low-poverty neighborhood was found to cut violent crime arrests among juveniles roughly in half.\(^49\) The most recent and comprehensive data from MTO, however, suggests that moving to a lower-poverty environment is reducing crime, delinquency, and risky behavior among teen-aged girls but not boys.\(^50\)

Qualitative research is currently under way to better understand why boys in the MTO experimental group do not seem to be enjoying the same benefits from mobility, at least within the same timeframes, and why boys may even suffer setbacks relative to counterparts in the control group. One possible explanation is that black and Hispanic boys moving to integrated or predominantly white neighborhoods are not engaging in any more criminal behavior but are being arrested more due to racial profiling or higher rates of detecting crime in low poverty areas. Another possibility is that some boys respond differently to the loneliness, fears, or boredom associated with relocation: new peers and expectations, a loss of familiar activities, the felt need to act tough to gain respect,\(^51\) and more. Parents also tend to “manage” (monitor and discipline) boys and girls differently. Finally, MTO results are tricky to interpret for another reason: because boys and girls enter into and “age out” of specific risky behaviors—fighting,


\(^{50}\) ORR ET AL., *supra* note 6, at x, xi.

stealing, smoking, early sexual activity, and more—at different times, in different ways, for somewhat different reasons.\textsuperscript{52}

Ongoing qualitative research also helps us better understand gains in mental health and reductions in risky behavior among adolescent girls. In the distressed and violent communities from which they moved, many of these girls were sexual targets for older boys and men. They suffered from sexual harassment, pressure to have sex, and even rape. Escaping from these environments appears to offer a tremendous sense of relief and freedom for adolescent girls (and their parents), not only contributing to short-term gains in health and well-being but also potentially enabling them to stay in school and postpone child bearing over the longer-term.\textsuperscript{53}

\textit{Employment.} The current evidence on how mobility affects adult employment and earnings is mixed and still somewhat inconclusive.\textsuperscript{54} Over the long term, Gautreaux families that moved out of segregated and distressed central city neighborhoods achieved greater employment success than their counterparts who stayed. Specifically, employment rates were higher among Gautreaux participants who moved to the suburbs than for those who moved within the city of Chicago.\textsuperscript{55} And recent research using administrative data on wages and welfare receipt finds

\textsuperscript{52} See Frank F. Furstenberg et al., Managing to Make It: Urban Families and Adolescent Success \textit{passim} (1999).

\textsuperscript{53} Susan J. Popkin & Xavier de Souza Briggs, Girls in the 'Hood: Risky Behavior and Parenting in a Randomized Housing Experiment (forthcoming 2007).

\textsuperscript{54} It is important to note that mobility assistance does not directly address employment problems, although it may remove barriers standing in the way of employment. As a consequence, employment effects may take more time to materialize than other outcomes and may not be as widespread.

that Gautreaux women who moved to predominantly white neighborhoods with moderate to high resources spent significantly more time employed and less time on welfare.\(^{56}\)

MTO results are not yet as clear, but some suggestive evidence is beginning to emerge. The interim evaluation found no significant impacts on employment, earnings, or receipt of public assistance across the five demonstration sites.\(^{57}\) When interim evaluation results are stratified by site, however, we see significant increases in rates of employment in Los Angeles and in earnings in New York.\(^{58}\) In addition, exploratory analysis of variations in employment effects for different types of MTO participants yields suggestive evidence that women under forty may experience employment gains after the first year.\(^{59}\) Nonexperimental analysis also finds that, net of other factors, MTO adults who moved to low-poverty neighborhoods outside of the central city earned $55 per week more than those in control neighborhoods, with those who moved to a suburban neighborhood earning $75 more.\(^{60}\)

Here, too, we are using qualitative research methods to examine the reasons why relocation may contribute to better employment outcomes in some cities than others, for some categories of families and not others, only in some types of neighborhoods, etc. Very few MTO families cited “getting a job” or “being near my job” as their most important reason for wanting to move; families were primarily motivated to escape unsafe areas. Furthermore, it is by no means clear

\(^{56}\)RUBY MENDENHALL, STEFANIE DELUCA & GREG J. DUNCAN, NEIGHBORHOOD RESOURCES AND ECONOMIC MOBILITY: RESULTS FROM THE GAUTREAUX PROGRAM (forthcoming).

\(^{57}\) ORR ET AL., supra note 6, passim. Many more adults in both the treatment and control groups were working at the time of interim evaluation than at baseline, suggesting that any short-term neighborhood effects might have been swamped by the much larger effects of welfare reform and the strong economy of the late 1990s. \textit{Id.} at 126.

\(^{58}\) Id., passim.


\(^{60}\) MARGERY AUSTIN TURNER ELIZABETH COVE & XAVIER DE SOUZA BRIGGS, MOVING ON OVER, MOVING ON UP? EMPLOYMENT OUTCOMES FOR MTO RELOCATEES (forthcoming 2007).
whether most new locations offer better access to jobs – despite their lower poverty rates and dramatically improved safety. Finally, those not working clearly face multiple barriers that are not directly affected by location, such as disabling illnesses, limited skills, and a lack of reliable childcare or transportation.

*Use of new places.* The initial evidence from in-depth qualitative interviews and ethnographic fieldwork on MTO families in greater Boston, Los Angeles, and New York suggests that mover families’ use of new places varies according to the structure of their social relations, specific family needs that may or may not be met near the home, the nature of access to other places that are significant in their lives, and levels of trust toward new neighbors.\(^6^1\) Movers may remain quite isolated from new social ties, local service providers, and other institutions. For some movers, new neighborhoods are, at least for significant periods of time, residential locations rather than important social worlds. For example, for a Latino family in the Los Angeles experimental group, life revolves around church, the private school run by church, and a socializing with relatives and friends who live throughout Southern California. Neither the “old” (housing project) neighborhood nor the new one is a world of social influences; the new one is a convenient location with affordable homes, pleasant neighbors (casual ties at best), and a few playmates for the children.

*Summary.* Although the research literature provides strong evidence that neighborhood conditions have an important influence on people’s lives, they are obviously not the only and probably not the main source of influence.\(^6^2\) Some families and individuals can withstand the disadvantages of even the most distressed environment -- for example by “bounding” (isolating)

\(^6^1\) These are results of analysis in progress.

\(^6^2\) Ellen & Turner, *supra* note 17.
family members from neighborhood risks and “bridging” to resources outside the neighborhood\textsuperscript{63} -- while other families are likely to encounter serious problems regardless of the neighborhoods in which they live. Likewise, the MTO evidence is that some domains (health, mental health) register significant benefits while others (employment, education) may not, or not everywhere, depending on the specifics of relocation outcomes and family choices over time. Girls may benefit more than boys; some boys may even experience risky setbacks, at least for a time, after relocating to lower poverty areas. Though enhanced safety is a boon to families whether or not they take specific steps to make best use of new places, other benefits depend on family agency and resourcefulness. The evidence is that some families are both more willing and more able to make useful connections (to service providers, neighbors, or others) after they move. And starting points—a family’s initial strengths and vulnerabilities—matter, for straightforward reasons. If a poorly treated chronic illness, for example, undermines a family’s capacity to make the most of a new place, or leads to even deeper isolation thanks to the disruption associated with moving per se, then the aggregate benefits of assisted housing mobility programs will unavoidably be a function, at least in part, of who is targeted for assistance, as we argued above.

5. Low risk, untapped potential

In the context of complexity—that of the programs and of family’s lives as well—it would be easy to miss one of the more striking features of assisted housing mobility initiatives: They are tiny, given the demand and promising results. A final, broad lesson therefore is that

\textsuperscript{63} \textit{Furstenberg et al.}, supra note 54, \textit{passim}.
these efforts represent significant untapped potential relative to the risk they pose to clients and communities.\footnote{A related issue that we do not explore in this essay is the cost effectiveness of assisted housing mobility relative to other policy approaches. See generally Orr et al., supra note 6; see Choosing a Better Life? Evaluating the Moving to Opportunity Social Experiment 1, 25 (Judith D. Feins & John M Goering eds., 2003).}

Consider location patterns for the federal rental voucher program on which the best-studied assisted mobility efforts are based. As we noted above, minority voucher holders are especially likely to use their vouchers in racially segregated central-city neighborhoods with high poverty rates, despite the availability of units at affordable rents in many low poverty neighborhoods, including those in suburban areas. HUD research on the location of Housing Choice Voucher households in the nation’s fifty largest metropolitan areas finds that the stock of rental housing in which vouchers can potentially be used is widely dispersed.\footnote{Devine et al., supra note 14, at x.} Specifically, within the fifty largest metro areas, the voucher program utilizes only about 2% of all occupied housing units and 6% of all rental units with rents below the applicable Fair Market Rents defined by HUD.\footnote{Id. at viii, ix.} Virtually all census tracts contain at least some units below that threshold, and 83% have at least some voucher recipients living in them. Nationwide, vouchers are generally not clustered geographically: In 90% of all tracts with any voucher recipients, the program accounts for less than 5% of all households.\footnote{Id. at ix.} But where vouchers are clustered, the clustering is in high-poverty, mostly minority central-city neighborhoods.\footnote{Nationally, the share of tracts where voucher recipients account for more than 10% of households is very small – only 3% of all tracts with any voucher recipients living in them. Id. And voucher recipients account for more than a quarter of all households in less than 1% of all tracts. Id. But in those tracts, the poverty rate averages 40.4%, compared to 19.5% where they account for less than 5% of households. Id. at 66 tbl.V-3.} Thirty years since inception, and particularly with regard to minority clients, the federal voucher program falls far
short of the policy vision of “a decent home and suitable living environment” for every American family, a vision enshrined in the Housing Act of 1949.

The main reasons for this untapped potential are persistent barriers: voucher holders’ lack of information and capacity to search more widely for housing, social stigmas held by landlords and community gatekeepers, oppositional politics, discrimination that is increasingly difficult to detect, and numerous bureaucratic impediments. In this section, we briefly review the state of our knowledge about these important barriers and how they might be overcome, the nature of risks posed by these initiatives, and how to mitigate those risks.

Opposition from receiving neighborhoods. Housing assistance programs and the mostly low-income clients they serve suffer the deep and persistent stigmas tied to minorities, the poor, and the receipt of means-tested aid from government.69 Poor neighborhoods anchored by public housing projects conjure up powerful stereotypes of ghetto pathology and a lack of motivation to “play by the rules” and work to get ahead, as employer surveys have show in several cities.70 There is evidence that the rental voucher program, still referred to as “Section 8” by landlords and neighbors, likewise is targeted by negative stigmas that lead to oppositional politics—NIMBY-ism—locally and an unwillingness to rent to individual voucher holders.71 Gautreaux faced local opposition,72 and so did MTO, at least in the Baltimore suburbs.73 Some neighbors

---

71 Susan J. Popkin, Margery Austin Turner & Mary K. Cunningham, Section 8 Mobility and Neighborhood Health 17, 18 (2000).
72 Polikoff et al., supra note 9, at 161.
assume that poorly managed apartment buildings are “Section 8 buildings” even when no voucher holders are there. And vouchers aside, many localities act through land use policy to exclude the types of housing that would be affordable to families of low and moderate income, often citing fears of community decline.74

Yet champions of voucher-based housing opportunity have evidence on their side that assisted families will not undermine the well-being of the communities to which they move. Carefully conducted studies of the effects of subsidized housing developments show no generalized negative effects on neighborhoods and even some positive effects, for example where affordable housing investment is a tool for revitalization of distressed areas.76 Some studies have raised concerns about possible negative effects of some types of subsidized housing, under particular circumstances, for example where poorly managed buildings are located in high-value neighborhoods or where black voucher users move to mostly white neighborhoods. Yet in the most careful study conducted to date, Galster, Tatian, and Smith found that the neighborhoods into which Baltimore County voucher households moved had lower sales prices and were more likely to be experiencing declining prices compared to other neighborhoods in the County, other things being equal.77 The arrival of a voucher household actually resulted in a


74 See generally Briggs & Keys, supra note 29; DANIELSON, supra note 37, at 2; Pendall et al., supra note 37, at 219-242.


77 See generally Peter Tatian, George C. Galster & Robin Smith, The Impact of Neighbors Who Use Section 8 Certificates on Property Values, 10 HOUSING POL’Y DEBATE 879 (1999). This study used sophisticated multivariate
slight increase in sales prices for homes within a 500-foot radius, and had no effect on sales prices of homes farther away. However, when a large number of units in the same immediate vicinity were occupied by voucher recipients, sales prices declined.

But what kinds of neighborhoods were affected in these ways? Galster et al. found the positive price effects in neighborhoods that were predominantly white, high valued, with rising sales prices.\textsuperscript{78} No negative effects were found in neighborhoods of this type. Instead, all of the negative price effects occurred in minority neighborhoods and moderate- to low- value neighborhoods with declining values. In addition, other researchers have found no general association between subsidized housing and “white flight” from neighborhoods,\textsuperscript{79} though historically, the creation of large, densely clustered, and poorly run high-rise public housing projects virtually ensured the emergence of racially segregated ghettos.\textsuperscript{80}

Our main point, and the conclusion of recent studies, is that smaller-scale, better designed and better managed subsidized housing has not led to neighborhood decline or resegregation and, indeed, that subsidized housing can lead to neighborhood upgrading.\textsuperscript{81} It is when vouchers are clustered in lower-cost, higher poverty, minority neighborhoods that such vouchers can be detrimental to the receiving neighborhoods.

\textit{Discrimination and Other Barriers to Mobility.} Beyond stigmas and opposition specific to housing assistance, though, there is housing discrimination by landlords, rental agents, and statistical techniques to quantify changes in the sales prices of homes within a 500, 1000, and 2000-foot radius of units following occupancy by voucher recipients, controlling for other property and neighborhood characteristics.

\textsuperscript{78} See id.


\textsuperscript{81} Freeman & Rohe, \textit{supra} note 81, at 86; see \textit{generally} Schill, Ellen & Susin, \textit{supra} note 78.
others against large families with children, single parents, minorities, and the poor in both rental and ownership housing. Based on the latest evidence from rigorously conducted audit tests in a wide variety of housing markets nationwide, racial discrimination takes many forms—for example, pretending that an available unit is not available, arbitrarily changing policies to justify a refusal to rent, or offering different terms on the lease—and is increasingly subtle and therefore difficult to detect.\(^{82}\) Multiple factors limit the effectiveness of enforcement, including the fact that many victims of housing discrimination may not know their fair housing rights, may not know that those rights have been violated, or may not be willing to come forward even if they do know.\(^ {83}\)

Add to these structural barriers the family-level constraints—low-income families’ lack of knowledge about housing choices and limited search capacity, especially if no car is available to search in transit-poor areas—and vouchers held by the minority poor are predictably concentrated in poorer areas of cities. But well-managed assisted mobility programs have developed a variety of tools for addressing these barriers. As we noted above, this includes providing client families counseling on choices as well as search assistance (including transportation). But local programs also have tools for: educating the public against stereotypes; working through community institutions and generally avoiding undue visibility that might trigger ill-informed backlash; partnering with organizations that conduct fair housing education

---


and testing in local markets; and recruiting a wider pool of landlords to generate more dispersed opportunities for voucher users.\textsuperscript{84} In addition, responsiveness and coordination by local housing agencies matters. It is clear that fragmented local systems that maintain competing lists of landlords, with few incentives to help families transfer (“port”) their vouchers across jurisdictional lines, and that are not consistently responsive to landlords as customers undermine regional housing opportunity for low-income families. These implementation factors have yet to generate a needed national debate about who should run the voucher program and what structural reforms may be called for.\textsuperscript{85} But the demonstrations we reviewed in this essay are powerful sources of lessons for better management of the program, and so are efforts tied to housing desegregation cases settled in the 1990s\textsuperscript{86} and more recent litigation that may spur innovation and reform.\textsuperscript{87}

Sadly, HUD’s own policy moves in recent years have threatened an already suboptimal program. It is telling that a Republican-led Congress has several times overturned HUD proposals to cut voucher funds, impose stricter rent limits, and turn local programs into state-run block grant programs. The voucher program has long struggled to fulfill competing objectives, for example quality housing at minimal cost and positive locational outcomes with maximum individual choice. Current federal policy largely sidesteps this problem and forces an

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{84} Turner & Williams, supra note 27.
\textsuperscript{85} Katz & Turner, supra note 36.
\textsuperscript{87} A key example is the Thompson et al. v. HUD case, which centers on a plaintiff class of African-American residents in Baltimore public housing. At the time of this writing, the case is at the remedies phase, with experts debating the best design and management principles for assisted housing mobility.
\end{flushleft}
unacceptably severe tradeoff between cost minimization (taming the budget) and the aim of expanding family opportunity and well-being.\textsuperscript{88}

**NEXT GENERATION POLICY**

What do the lessons we have outlined suggest about next-generation policy and management of these promising but—for now—relatively small-scale initiatives? First, we believe there is a strong case for experimenting more with targeting, both of people and of place. As for people, MTO was launched, for example, on largely unexamined assumptions about what we have labeled participants’ readiness to move (level of functioning vis-à-vis the demands of relocation) and, likewise, their capacity to make the most of new locations. In hindsight, much of the public housing population was so severely disadvantaged by the early 1990s, even relative to the poor population as a whole, that the MTO version of assisted housing mobility—limited screening, basic rental subsidy, no service supports beyond housing counseling and search assistance, and no post-move support at all—may not have been appropriate for all who volunteered. We are particularly encouraged by results of more intensive interventions for the most disadvantaged, such as supportive housing and variations on same. Future efforts might target the move-ready and help prepare others to move, through graduated steps.

As for targeting places, we have made a case for defining destination areas (targets for relocation) through tangible indicators of opportunity, such as access to entry-level jobs or high-performing schools, rather than area poverty rate or racial make-up alone. The more general point is that different types of neighborhoods can serve different types of families well and that low poverty rate—the criterion on which policy debates focused in the 1990s, given concerns

\textsuperscript{88} See discussion of optimizing subject to constraints, *supra* note 36.
about the concentrated minority poverty that characterizes inner-city America—is too limited a proxy for the community features that matter most. 89

Second, **performance management** is crucial and overdue. To be effective, assisted housing mobility programs hinge on quite a chain of successes and the cooperative action by landlords, tenants, housing agencies, and sometimes others. In plain terms, this element of the nation’s opportunity agenda is particularly vulnerable to the strong-idea-weakly-implemented problem. The early implementation problems of some MTO sites, and the significant difference in locational outcomes between Gautreaux and MTO, illustrate this powerfully. So does the large-scale, hasty relocation of many severely disadvantaged (read: ill-equipped) families from the high-rise projects scheduled for demolition in Chicago, under the federally sanctioned Chicago Housing Authority Transformation Plan. Under-staffed counseling programs and unstable placements, wherein families “bounce” from neighborhood to neighborhood, are two of the critical pitfalls, but there are others.

Accountability is key, and so is good information to guide implementation. Both arguments point to the need for clear and consistent performance management frameworks. That is, performance targets and incentives, as well as a framework for coordinating the efforts of multiple players, are essential for future efforts. 90 The next generation of mobility programs should establish specific targets for inputs (such as adequate counseling staff, information technology, transportation supports), process (core activities, such as screening and enrollment,

---

89 *Deconcentration* programs, such as MTO, focus on the poverty rate of destination neighborhoods in an effort to reduce concentrated poverty, while *desegregation* programs, such as Gautreaux, focus on racial make-up in an effort to reduce racial segregation. As we noted in the introduction, Gautreaux was born, in the courts, as a desegregation program but is now analyzed as an anti-poverty strategy.

90 *See generally* Margery Austin Turner & Xavier de Souza Briggs, *Measuring the Performance of Assisted Housing Mobility Programs*, in *Preserving and Enhancing Mobility in the Section 8 Housing Voucher Program* 113 (Mary Cunningham, Philip Tegeler & Margery Austin Turner eds., 2005).
counseling), and outputs (placements and more), demanding that implementing agencies carefully develop mechanisms for reaching those targets. Public agencies, watchdog groups and the media, and/or the courts (as appropriate) should hold the implementers accountable for meeting the targets in a timely way.

In addition, although we clearly cannot afford to make every mobility program a controlled research experiment, it is essential that we continue to gather and analyze information about interim and long-term outcomes for families who move. In the short-term, for example, are family members able to access transportation, health care, schools, and jobs in their new neighborhoods? And in the longer term, do they experience improvements in health, education, employment, and income? Collecting data on interim and long-term outcomes is considerably more challenging (and expensive) than collecting basic data on inputs, process, and outputs. One strategy would be to track a subset (sample) of participating families over time, interviewing them at regular intervals using standardized survey instruments.  

Third, mobility initiatives have thus far focused on helping families to relocate the first time, i.e., on helping the inner-city poor get to better places, not helping them to stay there. Post-move counseling and second (or nth)-move counseling show promise, as do “welcome wagon” links to community institutions or other supports for successful adaptation to new places (analogous to the rapid mobilization of local institutions that accompanied the massive relocation of families after Hurricane Katrina). To illustrate, an emerging “responsible relocation” effort, with institutional connections in placement neighborhoods as a key feature, is linked to large-scale redevelopment in East Baltimore. It involves local housing and economic justice advocates, philanthropies, service providers, and faith institutions. But stably housing low-

---

91 Well-established survey questions have already been developed by MTO and HOPE VI researchers.
income families in opportunity areas also underscores the importance of expanding the supply of rental housing that is and remains affordable. This means better-funded production and acquisition programs, according to market conditions and local institutional capacity, to widen the geography of affordable housing.  

Fourth and finally, future policy should be “mobility plus.” As our discussion of MTO’s limited effects so far on employment and education suggests, we can and should link rental housing subsidies and counseling to workforce development, reliable transportation (e.g. through “car voucher” programs to promote access by low-income families who move to car-reliant communities), healthcare, informed school choice, and other family-strengthening supports. These tools would respond to families’ varied needs and help families take full advantage of new and better locations.

---

92 Briggs, supra note 85, at 329-339.